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CHAPTER 6

Ultrafast photoinduced Li+/H+ exchange in a quinolate
photobase1

Using time-resolved fluorescence and visible and infrared transient absorption,
we demonstrate that Lithium 8-(morpholinomethyl)quinolin-7-olate (LiMMQ)
in methanol reversibly exchanges Li+ for H+ upon photo-excitation. We ob-
serve that upon photo-excitation the molecule accepts a H+ from methanol,
thereby removing the negative charge from 8-(morpholinomethyl)quinolin-7-
olate (MMQ−) and forming the neutral species 8-(morpholinomethyl),7-(1H)-
quinolinone (MMHQ). Removal of the charge results in the release of Li+ ions.
Subsequently, ground-state retautomerization through proton transfer facilitated
by the morpholino side-group, yields 7-hydroxy-8-(morpholinomethyl)quinoline
(HMMQ) showing that the binding site that was initially occupied by Li+ is now
occupied by a H+. With a lifetime of 150 ns the molecule converts back to its
initial state.

1 Manuscript in preparation: T. H. van der Loop, W. I. Dzik, M. de Jong, M. F. Hilbers,
T. Kumpulainen, F. Brouwer, B. de Bruin and S. Woutersen, “Ultrafast photoinduced Li+/H+

exchange in a quinolate photobase”
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6.1 Introduction

The advancement of molecular nanotechnology includes the development of new
molecular machines that perform new types of targeted tasks. A particular class
of molecular machines are caged complexes. These molecules are able to either
reversibly or irreversibly release a molecular payload upon photo excitation. The
payload can range from a proton to a large molecule such as a protein. [1–3] Caged
complexes have been successfully employed for studying processes in the living cell
[2] and for targeted drug delivery. [4, 5] In view of the ion exchange processes in
the living cell it would also be interesting to have a molecule that is able to not
only release an ion but to exchange one type of ion for another type of ion upon
photo excitation.

Using a combination of time-resolved fluorescence and visible and mid-IR tran-
sient absorption spectroscopies we show that a photo-basic molecule Lithium 8-
(morpholinomethyl)quinolin-7-olate (LiMMQ) in methanol reversibly exchanges
Li+ for H+ upon photo excitation to form 7-hydroxy-8-(morpholinomethyl)quin-
oline (HMMQ) . Time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy has proven to be a pow-
erful technique for studying proton transfer reactions in photo-acids/bases. The
large Stokes shift that typically accompanies the proton transfer enables a clear
differentiation between the protonated and deprotonated species. [6–8] However,
more detailed conformational changes are difficult to follow with spectroscopic
techniques that focus on the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum, as the
absorption bands found in this range are typically very broad and the technique
is only sensitive to changes in the electronic structure of the chromophoric part of
the molecule. Also, fluorescence techniques are intrinsically not capable of probing
dynamics that proceed in the electronic ground state. Transient absorption mid-
IR spectroscopy on the other hand allows for studying both excited and ground
state species. Furthermore, the bands are typically narrow and IR modes can be
sensitive to both local and delocalized changes in the molecule, which allows for
studying structural changes in great detail. [9–13]

In this study, we use a combination of time-resolved fluorescence transient
visible and mid-IR spectroscopies to demonstrate the photoinduced Li+/H+ ion
exchange in LiMMQ. Our results show that upon photo-excitation a proton is
transferred from methanol to the photo-basic quinoline nitrogen. The structural
changes that lead to the exchange are identified.

6.2 Experimental

6.2.1 Synthesis

Lithium 8-(morpholinomethyl)quinolin-7-olate (2) was prepared by reacting 8-
(morpholinomethyl) quino-lin-7-ol (1) with lithium hydroxide in 74% yield (Scheme 6.1).
Unlike 1, 2 is not stable for long periods of time in solution and decomposes form-
ing, among other unidentified species, 8,8’-methylenebis(quinolin-7-ol) (3) in 33%
yield (Scheme 6.2). A related acid catalyzed decomposition of a benzylamine
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derivative resulting in the formation of diphenylmethyls involving a C—C bond
breaking/formation sequence has been previously reported. [14]

Scheme 6.1: Synthesis of lithium 8-(morpholinomethyl)quinolin-7-olate (2)

Scheme 6.2: Formation of 8,8’-methylenebis(quinolin-7-ol) (3)

Substitution of the H+ to Li+ results in clear spectral changes. The electronic
spectrum reveals a red-shift of the absorption maximum of (1) at 330 nm to 370
nm. Figure 6.1 shows that there is a clear dependence of the absorption spectrum
on the concentration of (2) due to an equilibrium between (2) and (1). This is
a result of protolysis of (2). In 2 mM solution only (1) is detectable using 1H

Figure 6.1: UV-vis spectrum of a LiMMQ solution in MeOD of 2 mM and 60 mM

NMR while 60 mM solutions we observe (2). Therefore all measurements were
performed using a concentration of 60 mM.

All chemical reactions and sample preparations were performed in nitrogen at-
mosphere by standard Schlenk techniques or in a glove box. Methanol and acetoni-
trile were distilled from CaH2 under nitrogen. Solvent shift reference: methanol-d4
δ = 3.31 and δ = 49.00 for 1H and 13C, CDCl3 δ = 7.26 and δ = 77.16 for 1H and
13C, respectively. Abbreviations used are s = singlet, d = doublet, t = triplet, m=
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multiplet, br = broad. Elemental analyses (CHN) were carried out by H. Kolbe
Mikroanalytisches Laboratorium (Germany). 8-(morpholinomethyl) quinolin-7-ol
was synthesized as reported previously.

Lithium 8-(morpholinomethyl) quinolin-7-olate (2) 352 mg (1.44 mmol) of 8-
(morpholinomethyl) quinolin-7-ol (1) and 3.3 mg (1,38 mmol) of LiOH were dis-
solved in 5 mL of methanol. The solution was stirred for 4.5 hour and the solvent
was removed in vacuo. The solid was washed 3 times with 2 ml portions of ace-
tonitrile and dried in vacuo, giving 254 mg (0.95 mmol, 67 % yield) of Lithium
8-(morpholinomethyl) quinolin-7-olate monohydrate as a yellow-orange powder.
1H NMR (300 MHz, methanol-d4) δ 8.56 (dd, J = 4.5, 1.8 Hz, 1H), 7.97 (dd, J =
8.0, 1.8 Hz, 1H), 7.52 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H), 7.08 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 1H), 7.02 (dd, J =
7.9, 4.4 Hz, 1H), 4.19 (s, 2H), 3.65 (t, br, J = 4.8 Hz, 4H), 2.77, 2.57 (m, br, 4H).
13C NMR (75 MHz, Methanol-d4) δ 169.78, 151.17, 149.41, 137.48, 129.07, 126.09,
122.44, 116.09, 115.60, 67.66, 54.49, 53.01. 7Li NMR (194 MHz, methanol-d4) δ
-0.15 Elemental Analysis: Calculated for C14H15LiN2O2H2O : C, 62.69; H, 6.39;
N, 10.44, found: C, 62.41; H, 5.93; N, 10.22 8,8’-methylenebis (quinolin-7-ol) (3)
21 mg (0.084 mmol) of Lithium 8-(morpholinomethyl) quinolin-7-olate (2) was
dissolved in 0.6 mL of methanol-d4. After several days small colorless crystals
began to form. After 4 months the crystals were decanted, washed twice with 0.1
ml methanol and dried overnight in air. Yield: 4.2 mg (0.014 mmol, 33% yield) 1H
NMR (300 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 13.94 (s, br, 2H), 8.90 (dd, J = 4.6, 1.7 Hz, 2H),
8.16 (dd, J = 8.1, 1.7 Hz, 2H), 7.65 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 2H), 7.36 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H),
7.33 (dd, J = 8.1, 4.6 Hz, 2H), 4.86 (s, 2H). 13C NMR (75 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ
158.42, 147.99, 146.93, 138.25, 127.59, 123.93, 122.48, 120.40, 118.19, 77.58, 77.36,
77.16, 76.74, 22.10. MS (70 eV), m/z (%) 302 (100) [M+], 285 (60), 158 (38), 145
(21), 130 (11), 117 (21).

7Li NMR of a 60 mM solution of LiMMQ in methanol-d4 shows a single peak
at -0.15 ppm. For comparison, the NMR signal of “free” Lithium ions in methanol
reveal a resonance at 0.38 ppm in a 60 mM LiBF4. The upfield shift of LiMMQ
with respect to “free” Li+ reveals that Li+ interacts with MMQ−. Additionally
the vibrational modes of the infrared spectrum of the LiMMQ compared to MMQ+

are slightly shifted. Figure 6.2 shows the spectrum of solutions of 60 mM LiMMQ
and 60 mM LiMMQ with 2 equivalents of [2.1.1] cryptand added in deuterated
methanol. Due to the high binding constant of the cryptand with Li+, all Li+ is
bound to the cryptand. The small shift of the 1550 cm−1 band shows that the
Li+ removal has a small effect on the infrared spectrum.

6.2.2 Spectroscopy

Time-correlated single photon counting

Fluorescence decay spectra were obtained using a home-built time-correlated sin-
gle photon counting TC-SPC setup. The excitation light of 381 nm was generated
using the second harmonic of Coherent Chameleon Ultra Ti:sapphire laser cen-
tered 762 nm. The repetition rate was decreased from 80 MHz to 8 MHz using a
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Figure 6.2: Steady-state spectrum of 60 mM LiMMQ compared 60 mM LiMMQ plus
2 equivalents of [2.1.1] cryptand. The cryptand binds very strongly to Li+. The shift
of the vibrations which is most clear from the 1540 cm−1 indicates the removal of Li+

LiMMQ upon addition of cryptand. The difference between the spectra shows that
Li+ is bound to MMQ− in absence of cryptand.

pulse picker (PulseSelect, APE). The fluorescence was collected at the magic angle
(54.7◦) and focused onto a multichannel plate photomultiplier tube (R3809U-50,
Hamamatsu) through a monochromator (M20, Carl Zeiss). The overall instru-
ment response was found to be 20 ps (FWHM) measured from scattering of the
pump beam in a suspension of Ludox colloidal silica. Steady-state absorption and
fluorescence spectra were recorded using a Cary 3 spectrometer and SPEX Fluo-
rolog 3-22 fluorimeter, respectively. The fluorescence spectra were collected in a
right-angle geometry and corrected for the spectral sensitivity of the instrument.
The normalized decay associated spectra are defined as follows:

Ifl,LiMMQ(ω)·Ai(ω)∑
i Ai(ω)

where i runs over all species, Ifl,LiMMQ(ω) is the fluorescence spectrum of LiMMQ
and Ai(ω) are frequency dependent pre-exponential factors of the different life-
times. The decay traces were analyzed and modeled using DecFit version 0.5.0,
2009, distributed under terms of GNU/GPL license.

UV-pump infrared probe spectroscopy

Femtosecond pulses where generated using a commercial 800 nm Spectra Physics
Hurricane Ti:sapphire laser as described in Section 2.1.2. 500 mW of the output
was used to pump a commercial spectra physics 800C OPA generating signal and
idler. Subsequent difference frequency generation in AgGaS2 provided ∼200 fs
mid-IR pulses. A 50/50 beam splitter divided the mid-IR pulse into a probe and
reference beam. The other 500 mW of the 800 nm output was doubled providing
1µJ 400 nm pump pulses after attenuation. The SVD analyses and global fits we
performed using Glotaran. [15]
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ns-Visible transient absorption

Nanosecond transient absorptions were measured using a home-built setup. The
excitation wavelength of 370 nm was generated using a tunable Nd:YAG laser sys-
tem (NT342B, Ekspla) pumping an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) with SHG
with a 1.5-2.5 mJ/pulse 5 Hz repetition rate. Probe light was generated using a
high-stability 10 Hz arc xenon flash lamp (FX-1160, Excelitas Technologies) with
a PS302 controller (EG&G). The probe light was split into a signal and a reference
beam with a 50/50 beam splitter and focused on the entrance slit of a spectrograph
(SpectraPro-150, Princeton Instruments). The pump and probe beam where spa-
tially overlapped in the sample. The reference beam was used to normalize the
signal for fluctuations in the flash lamp intensity. The probe and reference were
recorded with an intensified CCD camera (PI-MAX3, Princeton Instruments) us-
ing 10 ns gate depending on the time steps of the measurements. The timing was
achieved with a delay generator (DG535, Stanford Research Systems, Inc.)

6.3 Results and discussion

6.3.1 Fluorescence spectroscopy

Figure 6.3a shows the fluorescence and absorption spectrum of LiMMQ in methanol.
The absorption maximum of LiMMQ is found at 370 nm. The fluorescence spec-
trum consists of two Stokes-shifted bands at 440 and 520 nm. The large Stokes
shift of the 520 nm band shows that the molecule undergoes protonation in the
excited state. [16] With TC-SPC we have measured the fluorescence dynamics of
LiMMQ in methanol and in deuterated methanol for several wavelengths between
440 and 640 nm. In Figure 6.3b the time-dependent fluorescence at 440 and 600
nm for LiMMQ in methanol and deuterated methanol are plotted. We observe
for both solvents qualitatively similar behavior: at 440 nm the signal decays after
excitation and at 660 nm the signal grows concomitantly with the decay at 440 nm
and subsequently decays with the fluorescent lifetime of the protonated/deuterated
species. However, the decay at 440 nm and the rise at 600 nm is clearly faster
in methanol compared to deuterated methanol. This difference in dynamics is
attributed to a kinetic isotope effect. Proton transfer reactions often exhibit iso-
tope dependent dynamics. [17] We analyzed the time-resolved fluorescence spectra
with a global analysis. The data for MeOD can be well fitted with four exponen-
tials. Figure 6.3c shows the normalized decay associated spectra (DAS) that are
associated with the decay lifetimes. A positive amplitude indicates a decay and
a negative signal indicates a rise at a particular frequency. The fastest exponent
τfl,1 is faster than the time resolution of the experiment (blue). Solvent relax-
ation and intramolecular vibrational relaxation (IVR) typically take place on the
picosecond timescale. [18–20] Hence, τfl,1 is probably originates from either sol-
vent reorganization or IVR or a combination of both processes. Secondly, we find
a time constant of 459(19) τfl,2 ps showing a large decay contribution between
450 and 500 nm and rise of the signal between 540 and 640 nm (green). For the
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Figure 6.3: a) Absorption and fluorescence spectra (excitation at 381 nm) of LiMMQ
in methanol (dashed) and deuterated methanol (solid). b) Fluorescence decay of
LiMMQ in methanol and deuterated methanol at 450 nm and 550 nm after 381 nm
excitation. c) Decay associated spectra obtained from a four exponential fit on the
TC-SPC decay traces of LiMMQ in deuterated methanol.

third lifetime τfl,3=1570(10) we find a similar spectral shape as for τfl,2 but the
intensity of both the negative and positive contribution is smaller. The positive
and negative parts of the spectra show that these steps involve the exchange of
the species that belong to the 480 nm band to species that belong to the 520 nm
band. Therefore τfl,2 and τfl,3 are associated with the deuteration of the nitrogen
group. Finally, we find a decay time of 2.290(17) ns τfl,4 between 500 and 620 nm
showing only a positive contribution in the DAS (light blue). τfl,4 shows only a
decay contribution and is associated with the excited-state decay.

6.3.2 fs IR Transient absorption

Figure 6.4a shows the transient IR response of LiMMQ in deuterated methanol2

between 1480 and 1640 cm−1 for delays between 1 ps and 3.7 ns after excita-
tion. Clear spectral bands and smooth delay traces are observed. The bleach
peaks found at 1480, 1530 and 1595 cm−1 appear within the time-resolution of

2We have chosen to focus on deuterated methanol as a solvent for the infrared studies as it is
transparent throughout the entire probed spectral range.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.4: a) Time-dependent transient absorption spectrum between 1 ps and 4
ns after electronic excitation of LiMMQ in deuterated methanol. The black lines are
transient spectra at delays: 1, 50, 1650 and 3700 ps. b) Delay traces of Q1, Q2, R,S
and T 1497, 1506, 1528, 1607 and 1621 cm−1 at , respectively. The solid lines delay
lines are the result of a global fit.

the experiment. These bands coincide with the three bands in the steady-state
IR spectrum (See Figure 6.5c LiMMQ). Bands Q (1500 cm−1), R (1525 cm−1), S
(1630 cm−1) and T (1616 cm−1) show very different dynamic behavior. The delay
traces of these bands are plotted in Figure 6.4b. Band Q appears instantaneously
and subsequently shifts from 1497 (Q1) to 1506 (Q2) cm−1 within the first 50 ps.
As Q2 decays R, rises. S and T show a delayed rise at different times.

We can successfully fit the data with a five step exponential sequential model
with an offset, treating the rates as global parameters:

SADS1
kIR,1−−−→ SADS2

kIR,2−−−→ SADS3
kIR,3−−−→ SADS4

kIR,4−−−→ SADS5
kIR,5−−−→ SADS6,

where SADSi are the species associated difference spectra plotted in Figure 6.5a
and b. For the fit we fixed the lifetimes τIR,3 and τIR,4 to the photo-induced
deuteration lifetime τfl,2 and the electronic lifetime τfl,4, respectively. The fast
excited-state and the ground-state dynamics, on the other hand, cannot be ob-
served in the fluorescence dynamics and are therefore treated as free fit parameters.
Note that the fluorescence lifetime τfl,3 was not found in the IR data. Probably,
the species that belong to the lifetime τfl,3 have a relatively high quantum yield
making them observable in the fluorescence measurements but not in the IR mea-
surements. The six species associated difference spectra SADSi are plotted in
Figure 6.5a and b. The structures that belong to the spectra are depicted in Fig-
ure 6.7. The first two time constants τIR,1= 4(2) ps and τIR,2=40(2) ps describe
the shift in band Q (see Figure 6.5a). Shifting bands are often related to sol-
vent reorganization or IVR. [20] Also, do these processes typically take place on
picosecond timescales. Therefore we assign τIR,1 and τIR,2 to a combination of sol-
vent reorganization and excess energy dissipation. The third lifetime τIR,3, fixed
to the deuteration lifetime of the quinoline nitrogen τfl,2, is associated with the
conversion of species that belong to SADS3 to the species that belong to SADS4.
Hence, SADS4 is associated with the excited quinolinium (d-MMHQ∗) species,
i.e. deuterated quinoline. The fourth lifetime is fixed to the excited-state lifetime
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Figure 6.5: a) The first four SADS obtained from a six sequential global fit. The
first three spectra are associated with the excitation of the LiMMQ and subsequent
solvent relaxation. The fourth species is associated with deuterated species MMHQ∗

in the excited-state. b)Species associated difference spectra SADS5 (red) and SADS6

(green). The dashed lines are fits using a linear combination of the associated ground
state spectra depicted in panel c. c) Steady-state spectra of LiMMQ, d-HMMQ,
d-MMHQ and Lithium Methoxide in MeOD. The sticks in the spectrum of LiMMQ
indicate the calculated vibrational frequencies and relative intensities of the vibrational
modes of LiMMQ.

τfl,4 and describes the conversion of species that belong to SADS4 to the species
that belong to SADS5. Hence, SADS5 is the electronic ground state d-MMHQ. To
confirm this assignment of SADS5 independently, we recorded the infrared spectra
of the molecules that are involved: d-HMMQ, d-MMHQ3, LiMMQ and Li+MeO−

as demonstrated in Figure 6.5c. Note that MeO− is formed upon protonation of
MMQ+. As indicated by the triangles Figure 6.5b and c the induced absorption
modes observed from SADS5 are also observed in the steady-state spectrum of
d-MMHQ confirming the presence of d-MMHQ. This assignment is further em-
phasized by successfully fitting a linear combination of the three spectra involved
to SADS5: −αALiMMQ(ω) + βADMMQDN

(ω) + γALi+MeO−(ω), where α, β and γ
are positive numbers and Ai are the steady-state spectra. This observation inde-

3The transient species d-MMHQ was constructed taking the UV pump-probe different spec-
trum of the d-HMMQ after 2 ns. At this delay the deuteron crane is assumed to have transported
the D to the nitrogen resulting in d-MMHQ. To obtain the spectrum of the species d-HMMQ
from the difference spectrum the bleach contributions were removed by adding the stead-state
spectrum of d-HMMQ.
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Figure 6.6: a) Temporal evolution of the transient absorption of LiMMQ excited at
370 nm. b) The recovery of the bleach signal of LiMMQ at 378 nm. The solid line is
a fit of a single exponential decay.

pendently confirms the assignment of SADS5. The fifth lifetime τIR,5 is found to
be 910 (10) ns. This lifetime is associated with the conversion of the species that
belong to SADS5 to the species SADS6. Two bands (indicated by the triangles
Figure 6.5b and c), at 1510 and 1615 cm−1, observed in SADS6 are also present
in the steady-state spectrum of d-HMMQ. SADS6 can be well fitted using a lin-
ear combination of the spectra ALiMMQ(ω), Ad−HMMQ and ALi+MeO−(ω), showing
that d-HMMQ is formed. The formation of d-HMMQ can proceed via the nitrogen
on the morpholino group in the same way as the operation of the proton crane
described in Chapter 5. [21, 22] The formation of d-HMMQ indirectly shows that
the Li+ has been released from the C-O− binding site. The release of Li+ leaves
a vacancy on the oxygen to which H+ is able to bind.

6.3.3 ns Visible transient absorption

In Figure 6.6a we have plotted the transient absorption spectra of LiMMQ upon
electronic excitation at 370 nm for delays between 10 and 400 ns. We observe
a bleach signal with a minimum at 370 nm and a small induced absorption that
decays on a time scale of 150 ns. We attribute the bleach signal to the depletion
of LiMMQ, see Figure 6.3a. (the narrow region between 365 and 375 nm are
omitted because that part of the spectrum is overwhelmed by scatter from the
pump beam.) The recovery of the bleach signal reveals the conversion of HMMQ
to the LiMMQ form. This is demonstrated in Figure 6.6b where we have plotted
the average transient response between 375 and 385 nm on a logarithmic scale. The
clear linear relation reveals single exponential kinetics with a lifetime of 150(2) ns.
The first order kinetics that we observe suggests that this process is not diffusion
limited (as bimolecular recombination follows second order dynamics), but limited
by a transition state barrier.
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Figure 6.7: The photo-cycle of LiMMQ upon electronic excitation. The structures
are simplified molecular drawings of the molecule; only showing the deuteron binding
sites and not explicitly showing the morpholine and naphtol rings.

6.4 Conclusions

We have demonstrated that LiMMQ in MeOD reversibly exchanges D+ for a
Li+ upon photoexcitation. Figure 6.7 summarizes the structural changes in the
photo-cycle of the LiMMQ. After excitation LiMMQ quickly releases excess en-
ergy (timescales of 4, 40 ps). Subsequently, D+ is stripped from a neighboring
deuterated methanol molecule with lifetime of 459(19) ps. After the molecule has
relaxed to its electronic ground state the D+ transfers from the quinoline nitro-
gen being more basic in the excited state to the oxygen that is more basic in the
ground state. The Li+ release is demonstrated by the observation that the proton
is able to bind to O− which is the binding site for Li+ in the ground state which
indirectly shows that Li+ is released. For future experiments, it would be inter-
esting to investigate if this system can be extended to other metal ions and other
solvents such as water.
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